
Broadbent Fold Primary School and Nursery 

Trips, Visitors and Experiences – Impact Autumn 1 2023 

 Intent Impact 

Nursery Theme: I wonder what we will see in 

Autumn?  

Hooks For Learning:  

✓ Baking bread  

✓ Designing and making pizzas 

All linked to real-life context of Autumn Enjoyment of stories – 

Communication and Language opportunities through the role play 

area and baking. Learning new skills associated to fine motor skills 

- Manipulation of materials 

Reception Theme: I wonder what we will see in 

Autumn?  

Hooks For Learning:  

✓ Baking bread 

✓ Designing and making pizzas 

Links to real-life context of autumn and the changing seasons. 

Enjoyment of stories – Little Red Hen Pupils have a purpose for 

writing linked to the story and the letters received from the Little 

Red Hen as well. There are also purposeful reading opportunities 

linked to the recipes from the story. 

Year 1 Theme:  Where will your powers take you?  

Hooks For Learning: 

✓ A crime scene involving the 

characters from ‘Supertato’! 

✓ A Superhero Day 

✓ Visit from local firefighters 

 

Aspirations in the community and beyond 

Celebration of local people 

Chance to use their imagination and explore what a hero is to them 

 

Year 2 Theme:  Is there anybody there? 

Hooks For Learning: 

✓ Visiting Jodrell Bank- 6th October 

2023. 

Learn about the Sun and the Moon in a Space Dome. Continue their 

journey of discovery in the exhibitions. Learn about ‘all things 

space’! Opportunities to meet a professor / scientist Opportunity 

to see a world heritage site and handle resources not accessible in 

school. Develop their awe and questioning. 

Year 3 Theme:  Where in the world will your 

ticket take you? 

Hooks For Learning: 

✓ Pretend flight around the world  

Develop writing based on whole class text- A Ticket Around the 

World 

Investigation and curiosity skills being developed through 

geography sessions.  



✓ Look at Artists & Musicians around 

Europe.  

✓ Learn about different festivals  

 

Develop knowledge of European countries, English Cities   

Use google maps to find places in the world.  

Year 4 Theme:  How did the Romans change 

Britain? 

Hooks For Learning: 

✓ A visit to Chester on  2nd October  

✓ Take a journey through Roman 

History to learn about Boudica, 

Caesar, sort real Roman artefacts, 

wear Roman armour and even throw 

spears (safely!) to protect the 

school from the Celts! 

First-hand Roman experience 

Full emersion into the topic to inspire writing and reading through 

historical content. Drama activities related to being a Roman 

Soldier to enable the  

children to visualise and understand history from first-hand 

experience.  

Develop awe and wonder to inspire the future historians with our 

class read Boudica’s Army (I Was There) and finding out about 

significant figures in history.  

Year 5 Theme:  What was life like for Victorian 

children?  

Hooks For Learning: 

✓ Visit to George Street Chapel in 

Oldham in role as Victorian children 

✓ Engage in role play, dressed as 

Victorian children, arriving from 

the workhouse to become 

apprentices for the day.  

✓ Role play opportunities in the 

classroom of poor children including 

miners and chimney sweeps and 

children from wealthy backgrounds. 

✓ Take part in Active Tameside’s 

Bikeability 

Experience life as a Victorian child in a real context. This visit to a 

nearby Chapel will serve to develop the children’s local knowledge 

of Victorian Britain and help them to use empathy for poor 

Victorian children. This will be embedded further by using quality 

texts such as Street Child and powerful BBC Radio’s 

dramatisations of different jobs that children of the period were 

forced to undertake. The class will also learn about inventions that 

brought about significant changes to the Victorian way of life, 

some of which are still evident today (the telephone and railways). 



Year 6  Theme:  What makes you unique? 

Hooks For Learning:  

✓ How are you unique?  

✓ Class talent show  

✓ Philosophy For Children 

✓ Humanist Speaker 

Quality texts: ‘Can you see me now?’ and ‘Wonder’- look at 

neurodiversity and how people may be different Class Talent Show- 

the children will have the opportunity to share their talents, 

hobbies and skills with each other. Using Philosophy For Children 

(P4C) children will use a stimulus to create questions, develop 

critical thinking and explain viewpoints in a constructive, 

collaborative manner. We will have Humanist speaker in to discuss 
the humanist approach which is about looking for natural 
explanations to things. 

 


